Rising Star Academy

The internship will encompass full development of the parcel of land, ranging from cultivating, to management of the rotation of product.

- The most important part of the internship will revolve around helping the Rising star students and also helping educators learn different growing needs.

Rising star is an up and coming for “special needs” students that will revolve around the world of food.

- The school is located on a five acre parcel that is located in Centerline, MI. The parcel will be a start-up community garden, hoop-houses, and another location on the parcel that will be used to raise different types of crops.

- Essential Work Habits:
  
  Adjust to schedule seasonally as needed

  Develop work schedule and follow

  Demonstrate the ability to effective communicate with others with employees with relevant job related information

  Report problems with other staff and member related to crop growth, chemicals, and other important information for the success of the crops. Promote a positive morale and ownership of the parcel.

- Skills Needed:

  Mix and apply correct fertilizer with minimal instruction

  Accurately water crops using equipment that is available

Responsibilities:

Intern must have the skills to us in a start-up project. The candidate will be responsible for the entire development of the parcel. They must as educate instructors of Rising Star Academy. The success of Rising Star garden will be directly a result of the intern’s methods, management, and vision of the how and what this garden will look like. The intern has a perfect chance to use this as their own start-up parcel.

If interested contact: Mark or Debbie Prentiss at 586-405-9473 or 586-202-9466 dprentiss05@yahoo.com